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What types of products do you have for 

ancillaries? 

From Air Con Cleaner to Silicone Spray, along with premium 

quality greases, cleaning products, additives and hand 

cleaner, Comma stock a range of ancillary products for eve-

ry job no matter what the size of the workshop or fleet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you mean by additives?   

Comma sell two distinct types of additive — those for fuel 

and those for oil. The engine oil additive is known as Engine 

Flush and the fuel additives are Diesel Magic, Diesel D-Tox, 

Petrol Magic and Petrol D-Tox.  

 

What does Engine Flush do?  

Comma Engine Flush is a synthetically fortified oil additive, 

designed to quickly clean the inside of a car or van engine 

before an oil change. It is designed to be used just before an 

engine oil change. It is a concentrated charge of detergent 

additives and will not harm your engine.  

It removes harmful deposits and sludge and leaves engines 

clean, ready for new oil to circulate freely. It also helps free 

sticking valves and piston rings and should be considered a 

regular maintenance item. 

Is Diesel Magic/Diesel D-Tox suitable 

for vehicles fitted with a DPF?  

When used as directed, Comma Diesel Magic or Diesel   

D-Tox is suitable for vehicles fitted with exhaust after-

treatment units like catalytic converters and diesel particu-

late filters.  

Is Comma Engine Flush suitable for 

petrol and diesel engines?  

Comma Engine Flush is suitable for both petrol and diesel 

engines. Where Petrol Engine Flush and Diesel Engine 

Flush were separate products, they have now been com-

bined to make your choice easier— it simply makes sense 

to have one product that covers both engine types.  
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Where can I find more information on 

Comma ancillary products?  

The information you require will be on our website with 

Technical Data Sheets and Material Safety Data Sheets 

(MSDS) available for free download.  

Which of your greases are suitable for 

use in braking systems?  

It is very important that the friction surfaces of any braking 

system do not have any grease on them at all. However it 

is common practice to use a grease on the back of brake 

pads and shoes to prevent squeal. The most suitable prod-

uct that we have is Comma Copper Ease and this can be 

applied either by aerosol or with a brush from the contain-

er.  

Do you have application data for  

Comma ancillary products?  

Where a vehicle manufacturer requires the use of a 

particular specification of grease (for example), it will be 

listed alongside all the other products from the Comma 

range that are suitable for it.  

 

For further information and to ensure you use the right 

product for the right application please see our website 

at www.CommaOil.com    

What about aerosol products for the 

workshop?  

Comma have a number of aerosols in the range to help with 

various jobs around the workshop. Further details can be 

found online however the range has recently been revised 

and now includes improved formulations, less aggressive 

solvents in the formulations and new packaging to reduce 

waste.  

http://www.commaoil.com/commercial-vehicles/products/subcategory/11

